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TFL CABINET DOOR FINISHES

Our collection of 
thermally fused 
laminate (TFL) 
finishes offer a vast 
array of possibilities 
for your decor. 
Many TFL patterns 
simulate real wood 
in its natural state, 
as well as stained 
and velvet and suede 
finishes and textures. 

Our display of solid 
colors replicate 
painted surfaces 
that resist chipping 
and require less 
maintenance than 
painted doors. 

With the selections 
we offer, you will 
enjoy the look and 
richness of wood 
or paint at a more 
affordable price.

153 SW 58th, Portland OR - Bianco doors with polished chrome Square pulls

Blooming Cherry, suede TFL
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WOODGRAIN SUEDE TFL

SOLID COLOR VELVET TFL

* available in frameless construction only

All TFL samples presented in this catalog are subject to change due to material availability.  Lanz Cabinets makes no guarantee that these TFL offerings will 
continue to be in production. If any TFL style is discontinued, we will make every effort to find a suitable replacement.

MAPLE BLEACHED LEGNOMARSEILLE RUSTIC SOPRANO

STUDIO TEAK AB WALNUT BLOOMING CHERRY CHOCOLATE PEAR CORDOBA PINE

WHITE DEEP BLUE*

BLACK*GRAPHITE*

TAN*LIGHT GREY* JADE GREEN*

Velvet: Warm, super-smooth, matte finish 
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PRISM TEXTURED TFL

All TFL samples presented in this catalog are subject to change due to material availability.  
Lanz Cabinets makes no guarantee that these TFL offerings will continue to be in production. 
If any TFL style is discontinued, we will make every effort to find a suitable replacement.

WF459 ABIQUA PINE
boreal texture

WF457 CASTANHO
boreal texture

WF452 KARUNA ASH 
velvet texture

WF460 BENHAM PINE
boreal texture

WF458 PRESTEN ASH
velvet texture

WF442 CHIQUE
velvet texture

WF461 KOOSAH PINE
boreal texture

Koosah Pine - Boreal

PRISM TFL designs with InCopper™ antimicrobial 
technology offer built-in protection against mold and 
mildew.
The proprietary InCopper agent is EPA-registered (number 93650) for 
its antimicrobial properties that protect the surface of PRISM TFL panels 
against mold, mildew, and odor-causing bacteria for the life of the panel 
surface. Composed of a mixture of copper salts, InCopper is introduced at 
the time the decorative sheet is saturated with resins prior to lamination to 
the particle board substrate.
PRISM TFL with InCopper antimicrobial protection can be used in a variety 
of decorative applications. Its protected surface is suitable for interior 
spaces where humid conditions or high traffic flow are likely to expose panel 
surfaces to harmful microbes. InCopper does not protect the users or 
others against bacteria, viruses, germs or other disease-causing organisms.

Boreal: Tactile, striated, 
deep, rich woodgrain

Velvet: Warm, super-
smooth, matte finish

   Presten Ash - Velvet
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All TFL samples presented in this catalog are subject to change due to material availability.  
Lanz Cabinets makes no guarantee that these TFL offerings will continue to be in production. 
If any TFL style is discontinued, we will make every effort to find a suitable replacement.

All TFL samples presented in this catalog are subject to change due to material availability.  
Lanz Cabinets makes no guarantee that these TFL offerings will continue to be in production. 
If any TFL style is discontinued, we will make every effort to find a suitable replacement.

LINEAR TEXTURED TFL

BIANCO

TERRA

HEMLOCKS GREY HUDSON

TOSCANA BLACK

Broadstone Lexington, Seattle, WA 
Hudson doors with satin nickel Square pulls

Hemlocks Grey


